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1 Request Page Fields Management 
 
1.1 Overview to Request Page Fields 
 
The Request Page Fields window allows you to edit, add, or remove free text fields and choice fields to 
your document delivery form. Choice fields display as table dropdowns. The default fields are listed here 
in their default order:  
 

   First Name  

   Last Name  

   Suffix  

   Campus  

   Department  

   Address  

   City  

   State/Province *  

   Zip/Postal  

   E-mail  

   Phone  

   Purpose  

   Need by *  

   Delivery *  

   Fee responsibility *  

   Cost Center  

   Comment  

  

   * denotes a choice field.  

  

If patron sign in is enabled for the Request page, then fields First Name through Phone are not displayed.  

 
1.2 Request Page Fields 
 

 
 
1.3 Fields:  Request Page Fields 
 
1.3.1 Field 1 Text Field Number:  3 characters, display only 
The Text Field Number simply indicates the field on the edit window. It has no intrinsic value.  
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1.3.2 Field 2 Text Field Label:  20 characters, mandatory 
The Request Page may have up to 99 Text Fields. Each Text Field needs a Text Field Label. The label is 
displayed on the Request Page to the left of the Text Field. It is also used in the request e-mail and 
reports. If you change the meaning of a field, you are not changing any pre-existing data. For example, if 
you change field City to Municipality, there is no impact. But if you change the label to Ethnicity, all prior 
records with City will still have City data.  
 
1.3.3 Field 3 Text Field Length:  2 characters, mandatory 
The Text Field Length should between 1 and 40.  
 
1.3.4 Field 4 Required:   
Select the checkbox if your field requires a value.  
 
1.3.5 Field 5 Text Field Sort Value:  3 characters 
This field on this window is an alphanumeric sort value. If this field is blank then it will not appear on the 
Request Page. The sort value must be between 1 and 999. The sort values are intentionally sparse, i.e., 
10, 20, 30, etc., rather than 1, 2, 3, etc. To place one field after another, assign the subsequent field a 
value greater than its predecessor, e.g., to move E-mail (default 100) after Last Name (default 20), assign 
E-mail Sort to be a value 21 through 29.  
 
1.3.6 Field 6 Group Insert/Remove Controls for Custom Text Fields:   
The Group Insert/Remove Occurrence are two push buttons that are equivalent to the function keys Insert 
(Group) Occurrence and Remove (Group) Occurrence.  
 

The push button with the + (plus) sign will insert a blank group occurrence at the location of the current 
occurrence. The current occurrence and all occurrences which follow are shifted to their current position 
plus one. In other words, the current occurrence repeating fields, and all subsequent occurrences, are 
shifted down so that a blank occurrence is seen in the current position. For example, given the group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [+] is selected, then a blank record is inserted where blue was, and blue through yellow shift 
down:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

The push button with the - (minus) sign removes the current occurrence. All occurrences beyond the 
current occurrence are shifted to be at their occurrence position minus one. For example, given the 
group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [-] is selected, then record blue is destroyed. Green and yellow shift up. The last record is blank:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  
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1.3.8 Field 8 Choice Field Number:  3 characters, display only 
The Choice Field Number simply indicates the field on the edit window. It has no intrinsic value.  
 
1.3.9 Field 9 Choice Label:  20 characters, mandatory 
Field Choice Field Label is displayed on the Request Page to the left of the table choices.  
 
1.3.10 Field 10 Choice Sort Value:  3 characters 
This field on this window is an alphanumeric sort value. If this field is blank then it will not appear on the 
Request Page. The sort value must be between 1 and 999. The sort values are intentionally sparse, i.e., 
10, 20, 30, etc., rather than 1, 2, 3, etc. To place one field after another, assign the subsequent field a 
value greater than its predecessor, e.g., to move E-mail (default 100) after Last Name (default 20), assign 
E-mail Sort to be a value 21 through 29.  
 
1.3.11 Field 11 Group Insert/Remove Controls:   
The Group Insert/Remove Occurrence are two push buttons that are equivalent to the function keys Insert 
(Group) Occurrence and Remove (Group) Occurrence.  
 

The push button with the + (plus) sign will insert a blank group occurrence at the location of the current 
occurrence. The current occurrence and all occurrences which follow are shifted to their current position 
plus one. In other words, the current occurrence repeating fields, and all subsequent occurrences, are 
shifted down so that a blank occurrence is seen in the current position. For example, given the group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [+] is selected, then a blank record is inserted where blue was, and blue through yellow shift 
down:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

The push button with the - (minus) sign removes the current occurrence. All occurrences beyond the 
current occurrence are shifted to be at their occurrence position minus one. For example, given the 
group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [-] is selected, then record blue is destroyed. Green and yellow shift up. The last record is blank:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  
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1.3.12 Field 12 Choice Values:  25 characters, multiple, mandatory 
Purpose: field Choices are your values from which the patron can selects the appropriate value for the 
field. For example, if your Choice Label is Favorite Color then you might add to Choices:  
 

   black  

   white  

   red  

   blue  

   yellow  

  

    

 

 
1.3.14 Field 14 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:   
Specifies an action that controls the window's flow. [Ok] will save and apply the displayed values, while 
[Cancel] will reject the changes. [Help] will display all of the documentation for the window. Press the Help 
key for context-sensitive help for each field.  
 

Format: It is an action that toggles the push button.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 


